
Birman Cats and
Kittens

This little book contains some of
the many photographs I have
taken of my three adorable
Birmans, Lara, Max and Oscar.
They are a constant delight and a
source of great entertainment. I
hope you enjoy looking through
them.



Lara

Chocolate point Birman Kitten



Max

Lilac point Birman kitten



Oscar

Chocolate tabby point Birman kitten



Lara having fun
Kittens like to look shy

Sleepy Oscar
Max feels safe here



Tired Max!
When you are sleepy anywhere is a great place

Two's company Is this a 'Pushme Pullyou'?



Lara − size 5
Can you see the kitten?

Learning to pose at an early age Cute is a great expression



Cuddling up together is great
Finding a soft spot to sleep

Two can have great games Oscar matches Max!



Office work can be tiring Max testing the water

Learning to be a handycat Lara teaches Oscar



Oscar can't quite reach
the water

..but he can here!



Ready for mischief!

Oscar is raring to go in this shot − always ready for a game



Why does the smallest take the biggest bed? Position is everything

It is hard work being a kitten
Just chillin'



Can I get up there?
Stung on the cheek!

Does this come in a bigger size?
Hiding in the flowers



I am watching you This is a cute caterpillar

I know I am gorgeous Practising sit and stay



I love my brother Gosh it is hot today!

Really hot!



Lara as an adult

Lara looks gorgeous on her second birthday



Oscar − so sweet

Oscar looks like butter wouldn't melt in his mouth − just about a year old and full of fun!



Paw to paw wrestling Cat dancing

Playing with a remote control mouse!



Lara looks coy

Lara looks lovely against this bright background



Hiding under the carpet
Carpet fitters at work

Gotcha!





Max in the blossom

Lara follows on





Oscar 'hiding' ?

This looks like the beginnings of a game



Lara on her fourth birthday

Lovely Lara





Patient Max

Max with 'Bluey'





Oscar and his glitter ball
It is all mine

Catch!





The new Play Tent
Where is the zip?

Oscar in tent





Lara tries out some Yoga

Yoga is a great way to keep fit



Max looking alert

Max and Lara





I have told you once ..

..I won't tell you again!




